
Episode 1

Foregrounding Central American 
Contemporary Art, with Benvenuto Chavajay

Voice Over: This is a UAL Decolonising Arts Institute podcast. 

Ileana L. Selejan: In this episode I speak to Guatemalan Tz'utujil artist Benvenuto 
Chavajay Ixtetelá. Our conversation takes place in Spanish, however a transcript in both 
Spanish and English will be made available with the podcast. Further notes and references 
concerning the artworks and projects mentioned are included with the episode description. 

Ileana L. Selejan: Hello. Good morning. 

Benvenuto Chavajay: Good morning. 

Ileana L. Selejan: Welcome Benvenuto Chavajay Ixtetelá, my great friend, a great artist. 
Currently in Guatemala City, but always very close to our beloved Lake Atitlán, where San 
Pedro de la Laguna is located, a very, very special place, where, a few years ago, 
Benvenuto had invited me to be part of a beautiful biennial with ‘V’, the Vienal del Lago 
[the Viennial of the Lake]. We have already been friends for quite a number of years and 
we have worked together at different points in our lives and careers and we have met in 
the most diverse places, between Managua, Nicaragua and New York, the great city of 
New York. And here we are now doing, well, working together on this podcast and so yes, 
welcome Benvenuto and thank you very much for accepting the invitation to be here with 
me today. 

Benvenuto Chavajay: Yes, thank you very much also for the invitation and I am glad to 
participate and collaborate with [you in] what you are thinking. Thank you very much, yes. I 
would like to talk about art, about my ancestry and about the most important thing: 
humanity. Humanity [in terms of] living beings. I also want to talk about my culture and my 
indigenous ancestry.  

Ileana L. Selejan: Perfect. So, I thought to begin our discussion, our conversation, if you 
could speak about your work and perhaps contextualise a bit what you are doing, what you 
are working on within the artistic context of Guatemala. Also, I would love to know more 
about your reflections on the relationship you have as an indigenous Tz'utujil artist 



with the rest of Central America and with the world, to situate your practice a bit... Your 
artistic practice and your vision of art, about art. 
 

Benvenuto Chavajay: Yes, well, firstly, let's say, it is not even known that Guatemala is a 
community, not only a community, but also a territory that is indigenous. This is something 
that needs to be dusted off. We need to activate the memory of that. My work is based on 
an ancestral ethical code and that ancestral ethical code is, as they say in Tz'utujil, which 
is my mother tongue, Rxajaniil.  

It pertains to the type of metaphors and analogies that the West creates around the 
sacred. The sacred is so important and vital to us because everything has something [of 
it]. I work more with souls, and even have a project underway: El retorno de las almas [The 
Return of Souls]. So, for me, that's what it is about, an ancestral code of ethics that is the 
sacred. The sacred is in everything. In a plastic bag, we put soul, an animal, a stone, 
everything has its enchantment, everything has its spirit, its soul.  

So Ko' rxajaniil is what they call it in my community, right? But the most, the most 
interesting thing in that, let's say in dialogues in Tz'utujil, is how the sacred or the ancestral 
ethical code is nti pitew k'aten chabiij nta aak'ix chapalaaj. Let's say that dialogue is like 
respect, the respect for ancestry. To respect things. So, I draw upon that code so that I 
can enter into a dialogue with contemporaneity, in order to transcend, transmigrate that 
code towards this thing called art. 

 I am slowly working on this, as part of a [process of] theorisation. I think it is important to 
theorise our ancestrality. So my approach entails a kind of... comforting or healing the 
atrocities that colonialism, coloniality and modernity have imposed on us, right? So my 
manner of being is also part of the landscape, as part of the landscape, and we can talk 
and breathe. We already have a voice, a say.  
 

In a way, art making is like transporting, let's say, that ancestral legacy onto the stage and 
not only, but also the silence of the ancestors, forgetting, it is my way of translating it. For 
me, art today is translating the silence of the ancestors. That is my manner [of making art]. 
We all know that the colonialism that stamped over our stones and opened a wound, it left 
us an inheritance. That wound and that inheritance is the chasm within which I'm working. 
 

The chasms are in the streets of my town, the whole essence is there, the entire soul of 
my ancestry is there, on those streets, and in the chasm. And I also confront modernity 
because, not only did they come stamp over our stones, but they hid our stones, modernity 
painted over our stones. So my approach is to un-paint that stone, to un-paint, to give 
dignity back to the stone, it's like giving dignity back to the people through gestures, 
performative rituals, let's call them contemporary, right? This is my way, my manner of 
introducing art and indigenous art, right? 

Ileana L. Selejan: Perhaps it would be interesting to mention that you, well, you've done 
formal art studies in Guatemala City. You've studied with very interesting teachers, with 
people like Roberto Cabrera, right? And with colleagues who belonged to a generation of 



 
 
 
artists in Guatemala when the art world opened up a lot. And so, I'd like to talk a bit about 
how your work has transformed... How has your work transformed after leaving school and 
after finishing this stage of formal schooling and what has continued to be your 
relationship with the art world at a regional level and also at a global level, because you've 
worked in all these contexts. 

Benvenuto Chavajay: Yes, yes. Yes, well, as an artist, and we all know that art is 
distinctively Western, its structures and auras are Western. I live in a town, and around a 
lake, where there is a long tradition of popular artists, of much art, of many painters, here 
in the region around the lake. But I had to go to the [capital] city to work and study 
academic art, right? So I remember my childhood, my childhood and also myself, as a 
student at the art school.  

Even so, those of us who are indigenous are trying to get out of our communities and 
insert ourselves into the city. They try to fit us in, but also, we sit down and study what we 
think is right. Not only in art, but in all areas, as an indigenous person, you have to 
transgress in order to learn about the West. I had to leave my town and go live in the city, 
to study art. Amongst the teachers, I met Roberto Cabrera, who was an anthropologist, 
sociologist, a bit of everything, and also an artist, right?  

Well, he helped me rethink what culture is, and he always told me is that you must return, 
return, return and yes, that's what I started to work on myself, I started to think about 
returning, but not only returning, but also thriving, right? Yes. I took very much into account 
what we always spoke about with Cabrera. With him, we visited almost the entire Republic 
of Guatemala, all the towns, because he dedicated himself to studying Maximón and San 
Simón, and also the cofradias [religious brotherhoods] that are everywhere. That was part 
of the information, as an artist. Unfortunately one has to go to the city, one has to study in 
order to become aware, right?  

It was very useful to me, the dialogue also, as I was constantly travelling to my village 
until... I mean, I asked my father, I mean my father, right? That was a little over 15 years 
ago, I asked him what art meant to him. To him. In other words, that and he became 
totally, completely silent, and this total, visible silence began to speak to me. My father's 
silence began to speak to me and for a long time. He told me, it doesn't exist in our 
language, it doesn't exist in our thinking and I remained deeply silent. After so much 
sacrifice, after leaving for the city, studying art, becoming a part of art and everything, my 
father told me that it doesn't exist.  

So that was a lesson for me. So, but if he, as he told me: it doesn't exist in our language, 
in our language... And he never learnt to read and write, he is “illiterate” as the West calls 
him. But there is another kind of illiteracy. I think the West is more illiterate about our stuff, 
isn't it? So, I started that dialogue with my father. I started to remember as a child when we 
used to go to the countryside, he talked to the earth, he talked to the stones, he talked to 



the leaves of the trees, he talked to everything. So that's why this code of ethics was 
created, because everything has a soul.  

 
It's a simple object, but it communicates. So if my father and my mother and my ancestors 
couldn't read or write, nonetheless they felt things. And I think it is more important to feel 
than to know things, isn't it? And they lived and survived for a little over 500 years with 
their realities, and with their signs, signs and realities that were covered up by colonialism. 
Covered up by modernity. So, my approach involves dusting myself off. I activate and put 
myself up against, I confront modernity, I am un-painting that stone that they came to 
cover up.  

Like colonialism with its wound and its matrix, then, modernity has covered us in grey dust. 
We simply have to dust ourselves off. Thus, indigenous people or indigenous individuals 
have an obligation to dust off history and activate memory. No matter the field, whether as 
an artist, as a mathematician, as a musician. I think this is how we dust off. But, in order to 
dust ourselves off, we have to activate our memory. So I... my practice, my contemporary 
artistic gestures, are grounded upon my father's silence. 

That is why I only come to translate the silence of my ancestors. And we know it's a little 
bit more than 500 years, 200 years of the republic, the territory, the state, right? So that's 
what art is for me: it's a way of healing. Healing from where we are at. Not only to heal, but 
also as indigenous and non-indigenous artists, we have to position ourselves within the 
place from where we have to heal. Position in a sense, because everyone knows where 
his or her umbilicus [navel] is. The buried umbilicus, displaced umbilicus, denied umbilicus 
and absent umbilicus. 

So everyone has to find and search for his or her own umbilicus. My approach, since the 
umbilicus is buried, is to speak from our cosmovision and ancestrality. So that's what it is 
about, in my approach and practice, art is a ritual. I care more about the ritual than the 
result itself, because the conversion is more important than the miracle. Because there are 
many of us who are looking for a miracle, the miracle in art, but the most important thing is 
everyday living, life. Precisely, when I'm going to talk about the Vienal del Lago, it's part of 
life, right? Because life is more important than art.  

 
Because art is a fantasy, art is created, whereas life is a part of reality. And that is what is 
happening in our communities. And also as part of science. Science as modernity, 
modernity and its followers: science, globalisation, neoliberalism. Science changes our 
reality. Art simplifies reality. So I have to be within art, because I try to simplify reality. I 
simply have to summon the metaphors and analogies required by the object I have to 
intervene upon, right? So, that's it.  

That is also the struggle between peoples, art, and its structures, is Western. It is another 
means of colonising our thoughts. Art carries a germ of epistemicide. So why do I have to 
be in art? Because it is a means of dialoguing with the West. Because dialoguing with the 
West relates to transmodern philosophy, and I work with Latin American transmodern 
philosophy, right? Which is how my ancestrality serves me. I merge it with modernity and 
move it beyond. The beyond would be contemporaneity and eventually art, right? That's it.  



 
 
 

Ileana L. Selejan: Thank you very much. It is such a beautiful way, not to say poetic, but it 
is, poetic, to talk about things and how things can be done. I was thinking, when you were 
speaking that sometimes your gestures, I was thinking when you were speaking now 
about your various works and actions, I was thinking about gestures, about rituals, about 
how you are putting things back together, about how you are dusting yourself off, as you 
say. And that sometimes these gestures, these acts, these expressions are translated into 
very specific objects, like the installation which is one of my favourites: Suave chapina. 
Right? It is an object sculpture, installation, but at the same time it has elements of life very 
much interconnected there.  

And it also has a performative aspect, in thinking about the future, doesn't it? It's a work 
that projects itself into the future, that thinks about the past, projects itself into the future, 
creating this object, I don't know... a hybrid. But, at the same time, I was thinking about 
several works of yours that have been very specific interventions into the functioning of the 
nation, in the identity of the nation. And I'm thinking about the project you did... calling it a 
project, I'm at a loss for words here too, aren't I? To define what exactly you are doing. 
The project to change the name of the National Stadium of Guatemala, to change the 
name to Doroteo Guamuch Flores, and maybe you can explain a little bit what the process 
was and exactly what happened.  

 
But I'm, basically what I'm trying to articulate is that at some points your work translates 
into very specific objects. On the other hand, you are creating situations, you are creating 
through very specific interventions, you are creating a... Let me see. Through an action 
you are creating a very physical and very real change in the structure of the nation, then, 
and in its identity, which is the Guatemalan identity that for so many centuries has 
excluded the indigenous, right?  

The majority of the population. So yes, if we could talk a little bit about this, how they are 
translated, you are making this translation of ancestral culture, between ancestrality and 
contemporaneity, but at the same time you are working through very complex media, 
sometimes objects, installations, but other times through performative acts, interventions 
that are very palpable, very much installed in everyday life that result in systematic 
changes. I would put it like this. 

 
Benvenuto Chavajay: Yes. I work on a day-to-day basis. The contemporary is the 
translation of the everyday, for me. The everyday is the translation of... The contemporary 
is the translation of the everyday.  
 
 
The everyday is the most important thing, but it is also that, to the object, I give the object 
a second chance. The same goes for our indigenous peoples. We have to give them a 
second chance. We don't have to wait for anyone to talk about us, indigenous people. I 
think it's time to dust ourselves off, it's time to activate, time to give ourselves a voice, 
right? Let's say, theorists call the vanquished and the victors, right?  



Let's say, we already have these victors that, let's say, the intellectuals, indigenistas, 
indigenista intellectuals, who talked about us, we have to make them sit down in a chair. 
Let them sit down, maybe they got tired of talking about us. I don't know if they spoke well 
or badly, that's not for me to say, but it's part of the story. So we have to start activating 
our memory and start having our own voice. That which the stone, which the Western 
world, or the logic of Descartes covered up with its paint. Then we ourselves must start 
feeling the pores of the stones, that the stones will start to communicate with us again.  
 

That is getting our second chance in history, as indigenous peoples. Through art, through 
other practices, right? So, that's it. Now as indigenous artists, now they turn to us, they 
look at us and pay attention to us. So, the fact that they are paying attention to us, I think 
we, as indigenous artists, are taking this up again. Ten years ago in Guatemala, as 
indigenous people, when an art expert came to visit, we had to leave our communities to 
show our portfolios, to confirm that we were artists, we had to be invited in the city to 
present ourselves as artists... But now the panorama has changed.  

 
Now the experts are searching for us in our villages, in our streets. They are searching for 
us. They look at us. And they started paying attention to us. It’s what happened in a 
Juannio competition. Juannio is an important competition in Guatemala. 10 years ago, 
Juannio began, or we began to win Juannio, the artists... even artists, because they are 
from the capital city, in a sarcastic way they would say that you now have to be indigenous 
to win a Juannio, right?  So, yes. I really do, because I think, it seems to me that the auras 
of contemporary art, transmuted to the communities to have [gain] soul.  

So now indigenous art in Guatemala has already changed reality. A reality has changed. 
And that's wonderful, because we are already claiming our own voice. We are already part 
of the landscape and we can already feel, smell, within that landscape. No longer simply 
as landscape or as theorists, academics or intellectuals would call it, right? They are very 
Asturian, in the sense that they appreciate indigenous people as human. And that we have 
to visit the indigenous people to be human.  

But I think that this gesture has already changed. We already have our own language in 
art and that's wonderful. And that's also like... Not only the return, but we also talked a little 
bit about souls... and souls, the project that I'm working on now is El retorno de las almas 
[The return of the souls]. The return of souls is more important to me because it is the 
return or returning of dignity to the people. Because we know that the state, the state in 
every sense, has done atrocities to indigenous peoples.  
 

Amongst those [atrocities], they have stolen our identity, our dignity. So my way of 
returning souls is through contemporary performative gestures, call it the Silla de Atanasio 
Tzul [Seat of Atanasio Tzul] and the El Estadio Doroteo Guamuch [Doroteo Guamuch 
Stadium], right? It is a very powerful project, and it was achieved because it is about this, 
about how a nation, a people, covers up its dignity as a people. Could it be? Why is that? 
Could it be that we are indigenous? Could it be we are not human? Could it be that we are 



 
 
 
animals? But we only realise this from the beginning of history and colonialism. From the 
beginning they see us as non-subjects, without souls.  
 

That without souls is vital, isn't it? It is vital to my work. Not only without souls, but they 
stole our souls. And what are the souls that have been stolen from us? It's impressive. I 
have to pay a ticket to see the Popol Vuh in Chicago. It is a disgrace, and it is 
tremendously fatal in history. That is to say, I, to whom the Popol Vuh belongs, and why? 
Not only the Popol Vuh, but all the archaeological artefacts that are now spread out all 
over the world. But why? Because the wound is there and history is wounded, isn't it? So 
how do you restore dignity to a people? You have to return. 
 

Return the objects. Return our dignity. One of the dignities that could be achieved is the 
renaming of the stadium. Doroteo Guamuch, who, almost 50 years before, became Mateo 
Flores. In '52, in Boston. Doroteo Guamuch won the marathon, but there was an Anglo-
Saxon gringo who could not pronounce Doroteo Guamuch Flores, so he simplified it to 
Mateo Flores. As always. As always the foreigner can almost, almost never pronounce our 
names. And the names of our places. It is understood. It is understood that a gringo could 
not pronounce his name, but the atrocity happened when the winner arrived in Guatemala, 
since they only knew him as Mateo Flores.  

 
There was even a stadium, a colossal stadium that was built in Guatemala at the time of 
the Guatemalan Revolution, 44-54, and the stadium was called La Revolución Olímpica 
[The Olympic Revolution]. But the revolution was cut short, and everything changed. Even 
the name of the stadium was changed. The government named the stadium Mateo Flores 
in honour of the prize, of the winner of the marathon. Mateo Flores and not Doroteo 
Guamuch, his real name. And he remained silent. The man remained silent because we 
know that Guatemala, the state and its people are racist, classist. 

It stayed like this. Until the idea began to emerge, how to heal through an artistic gesture. 
How healing can be achieved through art. Then I realised that the name of the stadium 
could be changed. It was like a utopian project. The first thing I did was to get the ID, 
Doroteo's ID card. But it is incredible because Guatemala, at that time, used the cédula. 
The cédula is like a little booklet, isn't it? But the cédula was going to expire at that time 
and they were going to give us a type of card, weren't they? All the media mentioned at 
that time that the cédula was going to expire.  

 
But I got a copy of Doroteo's ID card and that copy I transcribed into a tattoo, on my back, 
right? It is a way of hurting, hurting myself so that I can heal. It's like, you have to hurt in 
order to heal a people. So I tattooed myself and started the process of speaking to the 
authorities. About five years of knocking on doors until, in 2016, the Congress of the 
Republic of Guatemala changed the name of the stadium. And that was a magnificent 
project, wasn't it? Because here I realise that it is possible to heal through art, as gesture.  



Sure, you can't change the world, but you can change a reality. And I think other theorists 
call it, doing justice to history, and this history that is wounded, this history that has a 
chasm in it. It can be done. Good. So, with this project, we managed to change the name 
of the stadium. There is a street, we also managed to change the name of the street, a 
bridge, we changed the name of the bridge and a school, we changed the name of the 
school, now it is Doroteo Guamuch. Doroteo Guamuch is of Kakchiquel ethnicity, an 
identity that is similar to ours; so, then that gave the people back their dignity and gave 
voice to the silence of the ancestors. And, for me, the real revolution entails the return of 
souls and is not [done with] weapons.  

Ileana L. Selejan: That's a very powerful project and it makes me think, I think it would be 
important to go back a bit and talk about El retorno de las almas [The Return of Souls], 
exactly. And about the work you are currently doing. 

Benvenuto Chavajay: The return of the souls I want to talk a little bit about. 

Ileana L. Selejan: Yes, exactly, and about the chair of Atanasio Tzul, and I think it would 
also be important to mention who Atanasio Tzul was and the symbolic importance he still 
has, right? 

 
Benvenuto Chavajay: Yes. The return of the souls is a distinctly Maya-Tz'utujil practice 
and, well, Maya-Tz'utujil because that is where I come from. It also takes place in other 
communities, but it is incredible. When a person is unwell, someone who has had a 
problem, for example, they had a fright or something like that, there are people in the 
village who specialise in the returning of souls. When a person is unwell, sick, even if they 
see all the doctors, even with all the science available, they cannot be cured because their 
soul has gone missing, right? So, what they do is invite a specialist who can locate the 
soul.  
 

The soul, then, and it can stay away for 10 years even... then the ritual is done, and the 
soul is returned. And the person gets better. For the Western world this is how psychology 
works. It's psychology, isn't it? But that's just another way of doing things. When the soul 
comes back and the person is healed, they start eating, because, they will have stopped 
eating, stopped doing a lot of things. Then they recover, for people [in the community] this 
is not strange, it's common. But for the Western world it's not common, but it can be, rather 
it's seen as witchcraft, like it's got something to do with the devil, demons and everything, 
but, but it's the soul, right?  

So, Guatemala, for a little over 500 years now, has lost its soul, it is unwell. So, the souls 
must be returned. These souls are spread out around, they are everywhere. That is we 
must say, to the nations, to the United Nations, to the UN, that we don't need their money, 
we don't need their support, we don't need it because here and, in all communities, in all 
nations, if they send us money, they [the nation’s leaders] steal it. If they send things, they 
keep them. We don't need your money. We need our souls back. That is the most 
important thing, to tell all nations, the United Nations, to bring back the Popol Vuh, to bring 
back the codices, to bring back our objects.  
 



 
 
 
 
Because that is what is needed. I am speaking from the Mayan indigenous point of view. 
We need our soul. The soul of Guatemala. That is why the project El retorno de las almas, 
like Doroteo Guamuch, relates to the surname on my chest, Chavajay, the transcription of 
my mother's name Ixtetelá, and I am also working on a project concerning the seat of 
Atanasio Tzul. Atanasio Tzul was a leader, a great indigenous leader who led a rebellion 
in Totonicapán, which is about 200 kilometres away from the capital city and has been a 
hardened community ever since.  
 

Since then. Atanasio Tzul was a leader in opposing the Spanish crown. He even became 
king, he made himself [king], he worked for independence, an independence that is the 
first amongst indigenous peoples. This was promoted by Atanasio Tzul, and it happened 
one year before the independence of Guatemala. Guatemala's independence was gained 
in 1821 and Atanasio Tzul achieved it in 1820. It is impressive, but because he is 
indigenous, because he is Maya and because he is “natural,” nobody pays attention to it. It 
is well known, it is part of history, but people do not give it credit.  

 
But Atanasio Tzul ruled over the reign for 29 days. Until the Spanish crown invaded and 
cut it short. Yet for those 29 days Atanasio Tzul sat in a seat, the seat of Atanasio Tzul, 
and that seat is at the National Museum of Guatemala in Guatemala City. Looking at it 
well, nobody knows why the seat arrived in the museum. Perhaps it was sold, perhaps it 
was given away or stolen. Rather, it was stolen because in many of our villages people 
used to come to buy and steal antique objects, right. OK.  

 
But, that seat is so important because it is the ultimate symbol of the dignity of our people. 
The first independence and the first revolution in Guatemala. It was made by an 
indigenous person, by indigenous people, with indigenous people, for indigenous people. 
And the main idea of this project is to return the seat of Atanasio Tzul to Totonicapán. That 
is the project. OK. But I also had to have the chair tattooed on my back in order to heal 
and restore dignity. It was like a contemporary performance art gesture. OK. And the 
process is underway.  

Unfortunately, in 2020, when we were going to celebrate the 200th anniversary of 
Atanasio Tzul, nothing could be done because of the pandemic. The seat was going to be 
returned in a celebration and the government is already aware of the process, the 
paperwork is done, and the only thing left to do is to return the actual object. And for me it 
is, maybe, this project is like... It is a project that is no less important than the stadium, but 
I think it is what heals history. If the government wishes to heal the history of indigenous 
peoples, then it is important to return the peoples’ dignity through the seat of Atanasio 
Tzul.  

 
Ileana L. Selejan: I totally agree and again I think it's a very important project and... 
impressive also as, it is also very, very necessary memory work. I am thinking that, in 
many parts of the world, there are now various communities that are very much at the 



centre of processes of repatriation, asking for their ancestral objects, for their... Yes, their 
objects that were stolen, that were... Yes, and that are now in the collections of the great 
museums of the world, for example, here, at the British Museum, placed on pedestals with 
explanatory texts, but still, well, these are very politicised and very complicated 
discussions for various reasons.  
 

In the end, therefore, it is [enduring] colonial thinking that does not allow these objects to 
be returned to their communities of origin. So, yes, I think it is very important and very 
interesting what you are doing with regards to the seat of Atanasio Tzul. And the other 
thing I was going to ask you, because I'm realising that we're running out of time, we could 
talk for many more hours, is that the work is very... It's very good, it's impressive and for 
me it's always a learning experience to talk to you. I would also like to talk a bit about the 
Vienal, with V, which is a very beautiful project in which I participated a few years ago and 
I know that other curators and artists have participated in the meantime, and yes. If we 
could talk a little bit more, if you could talk a little bit about this project. 

 
Benvenuto Chavajay: Yes. We all know that international biennials are... 

Ileana L. Selejan: With B. 

 
Benvenuto Chavajay: They focus more on artists and art experts. La Vienal del Lago, 
which is written with a V, V for vida [life] and the V of the inverted volcano flanking the 
lake. Right? So it is a gesture, it is a biennial for human beings, for humanity. Because, for 
me, between life and art, it is on the same horizon. And, yes, we have worked with other 
people, but the biennial continues, and it is a biennial of humanity.  

 
I will explain a bit about humanity because... More than anything else, what matters to us 
are the senses: smell, taste and colour. That is what has been taken away from us for 
hundreds of years. Modernity, in and of itself, has only simplified for us an aesthetic of 
beauty and an aesthetic that we must build ourselves, but we forget that the most 
important thing is in [on] our feet. That is the most important thing. Beauty is in [on] our 
feet, not in our hands. It's like science.  

Some work through science while others, like myself, work through consciousness. That 
pure science, that impure consciousness, impurity, therein lies beauty. So the biennial, has 
as its axis consciousness, lived experience and the survival that comes from the ancestral 
dust [substance], and from the communities. I’m setting this up as a biennial because you 
must set the table also, [we must all sit at] the same table, even if we have different 
senses of smell. Even if we have different gestures, right? So, the biennial is ongoing, it 
doesn't have a beginning or an end, it's always there and it belongs to these people who 
get up at three in the morning to go fishing.  

 
This biennial is meant for that stone over there, that stone that only speaks Tz'utujil and 
only understands Tz'utujil. With the biennial, we want them to come and feel, to smell that 
stone. So, it is a means of de-humanising. For a poet to reclaim, to read to the stone. We 



 
 
 
don't need spectators for this biennial, we don't need people, we need, we need to return 
once more, to return, to speaking with the stone. To speak with the trees.  

It is a way of de-humanising humanity through the Vienal del Lago [Viennial of the Lake]. 
Because biennials are, for people, meant for appreciating; here however, it is about 
feeling. That is what we have lost, the feeling of things. Once the illness ends, we want to 
come back to this idea and work on the biennial again. It is now suspended. I mean, the 
biennial as a concept. People are still fishing however, the lake still has its smell, its taste, 
right? So, this is a slightly different project. Slightly different. Perhaps it deviates from how 
it is conceptualized within the panorama of art and international biennials.  

But that is what matters to us, de-humanizing human beings so that they can become 
human. Because to start speaking to objects is more important. If we start speaking to 
people it's very easy, we understand one other. First, let our stones understand us, let our 
trees understand us, let our land, the earth, mother earth, understand us. Even we have 
forgotten how to do that. We as indigenous people, as a people, that is, we are fascinated 
by the West, replicating it.  
 

But we have closed off, we have put a lock onto our ancestral dignity. We have not only 
put up a lock, but we have also closed the door, even put a bolt on it, and [propped it] with 
a wooden post. And then we placed a stone as well. And not only a stone, but also a piece 
of chewing gum on top of the stone. We have shut out our dignity through neo-liberalism, 
through the West, by replicating modernity, everything. Because that's what they sell us, 
that's what they tell us. The approach and the biennial are a part of the return of the souls, 
the return of... Speaking to silence, that's what it is about, it a way to remove. But, in order 
to remove, we must first realize that we have indeed put the chewing gum there, that we 
have indeed set the stone.  

To remove. To remove the stone, the wooden post, to remove the pin, to remove the key, 
to open the door. In this order. That way we can feel, perceive once again the smells and 
the tastes that my ancestors, that our ancestors could indulge in. We cannot. We smell the 
dust of the West. The replica of the West. That is not fair. As indigenous peoples, as 
indigenous artists, our obligation is to return to our past so that we can be in conversation 
and dialogue with our present.  
 

And our present is the contemporary, which is why we can work with art in a transmodern 
sense. My ancestry, which is immense, serves me well. From what modernity can offer 
me, which is very little, I merge it, I take it and transform it, I transcribe it in art, or within 
the contemporary. And, in this way, it is also like... And to work from complementarity, or 
from complementarity. Indigenous people, indigenous thought, from the very beginning, is 
worked with from the complementary. The West, what the West makes of us, is through 
distinction and elimination.  



If we combine the colour blue with red, we get purple or lilac. This West eliminates us, 
eliminates both colours, only one colour remains. This is Western thought. It does not 
apply to me, because we do not eliminate. Another part, the other part is juxtaposition. 
Sure, I mean, we feel, we live, but it covers us up again. It covers us. Juxtaposition. That 
interests me, but it does not apply. I'm more interested, as they say, in Tz'utujil, qe’ 
maneem in the sense... It's like, our mothers when they weave, they insert colour, the 
same red on the left, the same blue on the right.  

Right, left, right, left. We are not thinking of modernity and its followers in terms of politics, 
right? We are not talking about politics here; we are not talking about... I mean, Marxist 
thought. Rather, we are talking about an ancestral mode of thinking, of complementarity. 
We get the same purple colour, the same purple, but without harming, without killing, 
without eliminating. To aid. Each colour aids the other colour. It supports it. Our horizon, 
our ultimate horizon is to arrive.  

It's about getting there. Like our mothers’ horizon when it’s time to start weaving. It’s about 
finishing and reaching the horizon. That is what we want. To reach the horizon. To have 
our own voice, but without eliminating, without thinking left or right, but coming from below 
to reach the top. That is without eliminating, without screwing things, as they say and 
without invoking the mother. That is why complementarity is so important. That is what we 
have to do, through our thinking, through our practices. I am there in the complement. 
There are other perceptions, like the West which eliminates or distinguishes juxtaposition, 
that interests me, but it does not apply.  

I prefer to heal, to heal through art and without eliminating. Without a fight. I think I'll stick 
with that. It is the type of practice we are engaging within the communities, the indigenous 
communities.  
 

Ileana L. Selejan: Wow! Thank you very much Benvenuto. It has been a great pleasure. I 
got quite emotional, you know? Because it's a bit difficult to put yourself in this... To speak 
as the art historian, the curator, to put myself in this scientific position. You know? When 
these conversations are so powerful on a human, inter-human level and so, sometimes, I 
find it hard to put myself in this position. In this...  
 

And then there is also the language issue that we have talked about a few times, right? 
For me, Spanish is a language that I love because it gives me the opportunity to 
communicate in Latin America, but, at the same time, it makes me uncomfortable because 
it is not my native language, right? And I know you also talk a lot about this, how Spanish 
is a colonial language and comes with this legacy. But well, at least for now, until I learn 
Tz'utujil. 

 
Benvenuto Chavajay: Not quite. The thing is that talking about it... Because it's the reality 
[we are dealing with], isn't it? You know my work well and my work, that is, for many 
curators or art experts, they only see the miracle.  



They only perceive the miracle, but they do not see the process of that miracle. Even if I 
were an atheist, I would have to convert first, right? And, for them to understand the 
miracle together with us, that is, at the least they must be able to perceive the smells or 
the tastes that are in this dust. That dust we have created, right? Because I know a lot of 
people, a lot of experts who arrive to the villages and towns wearing their Ray-Bans, they 
start witing about us, put their glasses on. 

They never connect. They never, never see us with their own eyes, with their own gaze, it 
is always another gaze. And I believe, I think, it is that gaze of the other that is between 
that, let's say, within that break. In that crack in the mirror, or in the glass. In other words, 
the gaze of the other is the glass, isn't it? It's the glass, I build on that, right? They come, 
they come with their Ray-Bans to the villages, they start writing about us, with those 
glasses on, so they never really are with us. Which is why it is so important to speak to the 
stones first, and then with the people.  

Because people are people, they might be good and bad people. On the other hand, 
stone, the stone in Tz'utujil or Maya thought, has no gender. I don't know if it is she or he, 
in our languages. There is no she nor he in our languages. Aab'aj is stone. Aab'aj I don't 
know if it is female or male. As humans we don’t know, we have removed that barrier, 
however our ancestors did speak with the stone, they knew the identity and they knew the 
gender of the stone, we do not. Because we have been contaminated. They contaminated 
us with modernity.  

 
Modernity. I am more [concerned] with modernity, rather than colonialism, rather than 
coloniality. Because that we have already overcome. Modernity, on the other hand, we 
have not. Modernity invades us every day. It invades us with that dust. Not only with that 
dust, rather the ultimate symbol of modernity in our towns, it is the grey cement, the grey 
cement slab. It's incredible, not only in the city, but also in the towns and villages, you can't 
even smell the earth anymore. Now that is demeaning. That really hurts as a people. As a 
human being that hurts me. It pains me to no longer be able to smell the smells of the 
earth. Not only the smells, but also the sounds of the birds, the sound of the lake, no more.  

 
They have their motorbikes, they have their tuc tucs, they have everything. That is 
modernity. That is what we are working on. And modernity itself, as human beings and 
indigenous people, sets us up like a bonsai, like a bonsai tree, we can't even breathe, we 
can't grow. But we, as indigenous people, did not know or they do not know, that we are 
zoomorphic. So then, we must return. We must thrive. We must do justice to history and 
bring our past forward so that we can remove this grey cement slab.  

But removing always leaves a trace. It doesn’t matter. Although they grew up around it, but 
that trace, that trace, that imprint left by the grey slab of modernity, that is from where we 
have to start working. That is from where I am working. I recognise that there is a grey 
slab: modernity. I recognise my ancestry, that is all around me. But that trace, that wound, 
that dust, from there I start to work, it starts from a place. That's my chasm. That is the 
wound. That is the dust. From there I start trying to heal. Qo'maneem qo'maneem 
qo'maneem in Tz'utujil means to heal.  



 
Ileana L. Selejan: Benvenuto thank you very much. It has been a great pleasure talking to 
you.  
 

Benvenuto Chavajay: Thank you very much.  

Voice Over: This podcast series is brought to you by the Decolonising Arts Institute at 
UAL, University of the Arts London. The Institute challenges colonial histories and Imperial 
legacies, disrupting ways of seeing, listening, thinking and making to drive social, cultural 
and institutional change. Special thanks to our podcast host and guests. To Brigitte Hart 
for the podcast production and to you, for listening.  
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